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GLOBEWEST COLLECTIONS 2022 | VOLUME #02 
March 31, 2022 - Australian designer furniture brand GlobeWest presents six new collections and 250+ 
new products, enriching its’ vast 2022 Collection.  

A celebration of diverse shapes, textures and finishes lead the direction of the latest range by the 
Melbourne-based Design and Product teams.  

“Our Volume #02 product capsule includes product highlights in undulating forms, artisanal silhouettes, 
and restorative hues of nature.” Says GlobeWest Head of Creative, Keti Lytras.  

“Predominantly inspired by our Rising Sun Design Direction, discover eye-catching tactility and warming 
tones and textures that embody the warmth of the sun.” Keti continues.    

Bold, expressive forms are prominent in the new capsule, whilst eye-catching crafted joinery, warm grain 
textures and Brown Vein Marble create a sense of presence.   

Comfort-driven fabrics in soft linen, velvet and boucle entice touch in new sofas, occasional and dining 
chairs.    

Expressive colours of thyme, merlot and putty feature throughout new casegoods whilst Turmeric, 
Eastwood Tan, Soft Clay, Olive and Dune Linen beckons relaxation in new upholstery silhouettes.    

 

NEW COLLECTIONS 
Combining opulent and artisanal elements, Jagger Luxe displays eye-catching geometric patterns with 
a mix of Carrara marble and solid wood textures across a bedside, buffet & entertainment unit.  

Bold and expressive, Solstice is elevated through beautifully crafted joinery across the range. Totemic 
& symbolic influences are visible in sculptural forms whilst etching detail entices tactility in consoles and 
contemporary storage units. 

With soft edging and traditional recessed detail, Windsor offers a delicate appearance in a coffee & side 
table and bedside, bringing elegance and sophistication to a space.  

Summon a sense of serenity with Camille. Featuring Carrara or Brown Vein Marble set against a solid 
natural ash base, the open design in the coffee & side table brings lightness to a space.    

Skillfully crafted using traditional handblown techniques, the new homewares range Boden is an 
exploration of colour, shape & texture. Each vase will add a striking accent and artisanal style to your 
décor, worthy of any fresh bouquets and botanicals. 

Perfect for our quintessentially Australian indoor or outdoor living, our Harbour rug collection adds texture 
and tactility through various flatweaves and earthy colours. Available in round or rectangular designs, 
each rug are made with durable 100% recycled PET fabrics.  
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RANGE HIGHLIGHTS 
For retreat aesthetics, the popular Vittoria Slip Cover Sofa range introduces three new inviting colourways 
in Soft Clay, Olive & Dune Linen. Each style offers luxurious comfort through refined simplicity, generous 
cushioning, and timeless appeal. 

Generous in-depth and form, our quilted Sidney Slouch sofa is now available in Copeland Olive or 
Copeland Ink, offering cosy versatility.    

Commanding interest through striking forms and a bold symmetrical base, the Bloom Dining Table 
features a rounded top, inviting connectivity in matt dark oak or natural ash.    

Display your treasured keepsakes and décor on the new shapely Classique low oval shelf and tall oval 
bookshelf, framed in a welcoming curvaceous profile and available in natural ash or dark oak.  

Contemporary collection Hills introduces a rectangular coffee table and console elevated by bold,  
cylindrical legs in an eye-catching Merlot or Putty.  

Elevate your home office with seven new Desk styles. Embrace curves through Oberon and Orson,  
accommodate your storage needs with Benjamin and add interest through woven tactility with Willow.   

Our indoor rug range has expanded to include seven new styles and six new colourways, adding texture, 
tactility and cosiness to living spaces.  
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GLOBEWEST COLLECTIONS 2022 | VOLUME #02 INCLUDES  

6 NEW COLLECTIONS AND 250+ NEW PRODUCTS 

 

Video: See the collection come to life in our latest 60 second brand video here.   

Imagery:  Deep etched product imagery available now  

Select insitu imagery will be available from 31st March 2022  

Download at www.globewest.pressloft.com  

Interviews:   Available upon request with Head of Creative, Keti Lytras 

Trend Forecast: Download 2022 Design Directions here.  

Enquiries:   iD Collective | (03) 8554 4888 

Darinka Hrkalovic, darinkah@idcollective.com.au  

Monica Palad 

Stockists:  Available via boutique furniture retailers and design professionals nationally. 

Showrooms:   Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide & Perth 

Website:  Browse the latest collections at: globewest.com.au from Tuesday 29th March 

Instagram:   @globewest 
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JAGGER LUXE 

 

SOLSTICE 

 
 

WINDSOR 

 

CAMILLE 
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